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WOOD FIRING
further to, not more of the same

In 1978 Estelle and I spent three months
in Japan exploring the world of pottery
and kilns. During this visit our most
exciting experience was actually seeing
and touching pots made in the ancient
type of kilns known as anagama. At
Seto we were taken into the hills to see
one of the original anagama kilns of
this area dating back to the 12th or 13th
century (Kamakura Period). It was
classified as an ”Important Cultural
Property” and was protected by high
netting fences. It consisted of a hole
dug into the clay bank and extending
upwards at an angle of about 20 ° to a
flue dug down from higher up the
bank—hence the name ’anagama’
which translates as ’hole kiln’.

While in Japan we were also able to
see several modern versions of
anagama type kilns built of brick. Most
of these were straight tunnel type kilns
which are really Tamba or ’hebegama’
(snake) kilns. However, one we saw
followed the slope and style of the an-
cient kilns and the pots produced from
it were superb. In colour and texture
they were just like the ancient tea jars
from the 14th and 15th century which
are often shown in museums but more
usually can only be admired from
photographs in books. About the 16th
century anagama kilns went out of use
being replaced by the more efficient
noborigama or ’climbing’ kiln.

“is?" "5:
Progressing forwardby looking back

On our return to New Zealand we
were resolved to build and fire an
anagama type kiln if at all possible and
decided that the more traditional kiln
was best in spite of the longer firing
time and inefficiency as compared
with ’modern’ wood fired kilns. We
were fortunate to be given plans of the
traditional anagama we had seen
which, together with the small amount
of information available from books,
was enough for us to make the decision
to go ahead.

After three years of part—time dig-
ging, scraping and laying bricks, the
kiln was completed. The main
chamber is approximately 6 metres
long by 2.5 metres wide at the widest
point by 1.8 m high. The floor is step—
ped in three places but there are no
internal supports or dividing walls as
in the Tamba type kilns or a climbing
kiln. There is just one large space!
From the main chamber the smoke and
flame passes through a perforated
brick wall to a gathering chamber cal—
led a ”sute no ma” (pronounced
”stemma”?) and through a 300 mm
diameter flue giving another 6 metres
of length. The general line of the kiln
floor and the flue follow an angle of 15 °
to the horizontal. Total volume is ap—
proximately 500 cubic feet, and the
loading space, being about 350 cubic
feet as space for the main fire and space

Estelle & Bruce Martin
for the three pairs of side stoking areas,
has to be left uncluttered.

The next problem was ”How much
wood?” We were able to obtain six
truck loads of pine slab mixed with
macrocarpa, rimu, poplar and odds
and ends as well as the wood from
three eight year old pines grown on our
own property. Our aim was to fire for
ten days—the Japanese kilns of this
type were fired for 10—15 days, the
longer firings producing the best re-
sults. The wood was cut to about half
metre lengths or a little less when very
knotty, which much of it seemed to be
when it came to splitting. With this
quantity of wood to be split some
mechanical means was necessary so a
’Maxiforst’ splitter was added to our
very well used Fergusson tractor. Even
so, much effort was required to get the
wood into suitable sized pieces for the
side stoking and to stack it all handy to
the kiln. The hot, dry Hawke’s Bay
weather left little doubt as to the wood
being thoroughly dry before use.

Pots were produced over a three
month period and when dry were
loaded into the kiln. No ’treatments’
other than a few experiments with
white slip (quite successful) and some
seaweed draping (decidedly unsuc—
cessful) were tried or deemed neces-
sary. The function of this type of
crossdraft kiln, the wood fuel and the
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prolonged firing time, is to produce
natural glaze effects from the ash de-
posits and flame flashings that cannot
be produced in any other way. Most of
the pots were loaded onto shelves
using a heavy coating of alumina on
each shelf as well as alumina pads
under each pot. A few pots were placed
in the sand covering the floor directly
under the side stoking holes where
they were subjected to much abuse
from the wood being thrown on them,
the ash and cake deposits being built
up over them and with little expecta-
tion of their survival.

The May school holidays seemed to
be the best time to fire and work pro-
ceeded for this deadline. Light-up and
initial preheating of the firebox was
without incident and Estelle and I
managed the first three days on our
own with a little help from our son and
his wife. During this stage only one
person really needed to be in attend-
ance. On the third day Peter and Diane
Stichbury arrived from Auckland and
although very tired from driving were
immediately put to work stoking as
things were then hotting up consid-
erably. The next day Richard Parker
and Ian Smail arrived to join the fun.
The assistance of all these people was
much appreciated and most necessary.
There is no way that a kiln of this size

and type can be fired without a team of
willing helpers to take turns with
stoking and to allow some time for
sleep. The average amount of sleep
worked out to be about three hours in
every twenty—four but the excitement
and stimulation was sufficient to keep
us on a high for the seven days that the
firing lasted.

Photo: Howard Williams

Above:Pot by Estelle shown in Auckland.
Below: Yukio Fujii. Estelle and Bruce discuss
texture on one of Bruce/s pots from the
anagama kiln. Next page, kiln from flue end.
Over one metre is underground Photos: Craig
Martin
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The early stages of the firing, using
the main firebox only, were easy and
pleasant. The temperature climbed
gradually and it was most interesting
to see the ash deposits building up on
the shoulders of the pots whenever the
fire door was open. The colour ap—
peared to be high enough at the end of
the fourth day even although the cones
were not fully over (we thought they
must have hardened because of the ash
deposits) so we started side stoking
through the first pair of side stoking
holes. After twentyfour hours side
stoking we decided that in fact we had
not reached sufficient temperature in
the front as the flame colour from the
wood appears much brighter than the
true temperature. 80 it was decided to
re—start the front fire and really cook the
pots in that area. Twelve hours later we
were again side stoking, the front
cones having gone right over, and we
were much happier with the colour
right throughout the kiln Another
twelve hours was spent side stoking
the first pair of side stoking holes with
a tremendous build-up of coke
amongst the pots in that area, then a
further twelve hours and the same
build-up of coke at the second pair of
side stoking holes.

Almost seven days after the initial
light—up the third pair of side stoking

holes were opened and the long thin
pieces of wood were being thrown in
by Richard and Ian, who were all set to
do the night shift and let the rest of us
have a good sleep. All seemed well but
two hours later one tower of shelves
slowly moved so as to cover one of the
holes and effectively tell us that we
should stop. Everybody out to celeb-
rate the end of the firing and close up
all holes as well as possible. Tired and
all, another two hours was spent dis—
cussing what had happened, then to
bed again—at last! What a wonderful
sleep!

It is hard to describe the sustained
excitement of firing this large kiln day
and night for seven days. Almost every
aspect was unknown to us. Would
New Zealand clays be suitable? Would
the mixture of wood—pine, poplar,
douglas fir, etc. be alright? How long
should we stoke the main fire at the
front? Should we stoke one pair of side
stoking holes only or all three pairs at
once? Maybe we should stoke alternate
sides? Many many questions! The next
firing will not have the same excite—
ment of the complete unknown, nor
the same sort of abandon. We were
mentally prepared for a complete
failurefia few minor successes would
be absolutely wonderful. To have the
large numbers of good pots and some

really lovely pieces that resulted was
not even dreamed about! For the next
firing we will no doubt expect certain
results and place pots in the kiln in
places where special things happened
last time and be hopeful that once
again these results will occur.

Epilogue: Following this first firing of
our anagama we went back to Japan to try
and find out more about firing these large
kilns and returned to Himeji to stay with
the potterfrom whom we had obtained the
kiln design. Unfortunately, his kiln was
out of action but we were shown other
kilns, including what was claimed to be
the largest anagama in Asia. The work
from this anagama was superb. As a result
of our visit our friend and Master Potter
Mr Fujii and one of his ’deshi’, Mr
Watanabe, are now staying with us to
assist with the repairs to ourkiln, splitting
wood and to make some pots ready for our
second firing. Mr Fujii will stay through
to assist with the loading and the next
firing of Kamaka Anagama and, hope-
fully, help us to obtain the results that
these wonderful kilns can produce. The
learning process is continuous and the
excitement is already mounting towards
anagama firing number two.

Bruce Martin
Hastings
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Okinawa yakishimé
Paul Lorimer, living with his Japanese
wife in Okinawa, writes “The glazed
wares and the yakishime produced on
Okinawa are naturally two different top-
ics so I have limited myself to the least
appreciated one—yakishime. Iuse all the
techniques mentioned in the article except
that I’m forced to reduce the firing cycle to
4 days and am constantly impressed by
the fluency and efficiency achieveable
once you fit yourself into the relaxed
rhythm.”

Up until now Okinawan pottery
(and yakishimé especially) has been
largely overlooked and so still remains
almost unknown today. The Okina-
wans though, have developed their
own unique shapes and techniques
which certainly deserve attention. Al—
though many of the shapes were ”bor—
rowed” from SE Asia, China and
Korea, the islanders developed these
into an ”indigenous" style. The cli—
mate of these islands produces a sub
tropical profusion of brightly coloured
flowers surrounded by coral reefs and
beautiful blue waters. This rather idyl-
lic atmosphere is paid for in full by
poor soils, torrential rain storms and
vicious typhoons which wreak terrible
damage.

Life was, and still is, hard and such
circumstances created a no—frills,
straightforward pottery to meet the re-
quirements of the people. As a strong
and healthy body was naturally of vital
importance, this was the most prayed
for favour of the gods. The same out—
look spilled over to the crafts and so
pottery had to be robust and strong.

Whereas the glazed wares are often
very colourful, the yakishimé colours
were sombre yet very subtle and can
equal anything produced by the more
well known yakishimé centres on
mainland Japan. The tradition unfor-
tunately died out about 25 years ago
due to lack of demand caused mainly
by the introduction of plastics, glass, a
piped water supply and an influx of
mass produced wares. However
Okinawa was by far the longest sur—
viving traditional yakishimé centre in
Japan. The main products were water
containers, large jars for strong fer-
mented bean paste, sake decanters and
larger jars for storing sake in bulk,
mortars and burial urns.

The kilns were all tunnel kilns usu—
ally up to 20 m in length. Like most
mainland Japan anagamas after the
end of the 14th century, these kilns
were fired in a neutral to oxidised
atmosphere. The traditional method
was to keep the fire low or to virtually
”smoke” the kiln for a week then belt
the temperature up and finish the

firing off in a day. This method of firing
helped keep steam cracking to a
minimum—this usually happened in
firing due to high 207250/0 shrinkage
rate of the clay used. It produced dar-
kish reds and browns and sometimes
yellows. Due to stacking techniques
orange colours were also quite com—
mon. The firing method also resulted
in little of the heavy, loud, running ash
glaze caused by heavy flyash build—up
which was so common with mainland
Japan kilns. Except for pots directly in
the front of the firebox, there was only
a beautiful light dusting of glaze on the
shoulder with the body left free to the
subtleties of the flame.

The firebox showed some changes
with time—the older kilns having no
separate firebox, while later on a sep—
arate chamber was built on to the front
of the kiln in the manner of a mulA
tichamber climbing kiln. The side
stoking holes were very close
together—in some cases only 50 cm
apart. No damper was used—they just
slapped a lid on the stack and opened it

Paul Lorimer

according to the pace of the firing.
The arches of these kilns were all

made of clay and a couple of different
techniques were used. If low shrinkage
clay was available then a wet mix was
used and heavily beaten every day for
2—3 weeks until hard. Ten tons of dry
clay is sufficient for a 10 metre kiln. The
other method was to barely wet the
clay and then shovel it over a strong
template and using tree trunks, thump
the loose clay into a binding mass over
a few days. This is an exhausting
method but ideal for high shrinkage
clays and was used until a few years
ago for building large, round charcoal
kilns.

Stacking was in the usual manner
using saggars and stacking pots one on
top of the other. Rice husks were com—
monly used as a silica sand substitute
when stacking. This is a handy method
especially for large kilns (being free it
can be shovelled around with carefree
abandon) and works perfectly for 50 kg
plus pots in preventing base cracks
during firing.
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Because Okinawa is a chain of coral
islands, the natural yakishimé clays
often have a large limestone particle
content which erupts through the sur-
face when fired. The clays as used were
almost always quite fine—having had
stones and limestone particles re-
moved. They ranged from ideal to im—
possible. In valleys and under streams
excellent plastic clay was available.
Then there were the highly abundant
red clays of the agricultural lands
which were quite easily used after im—
purities were removed. However on
the island group where I live (the last in
the Okinawas chain) the potters were
downright masochists. Of all the good
clays available they picked the most
unusable and then mixed in cows
blood and crushed snails to give it
plasticity. God knows how, but with-
out the use of a wheel, they made un—
ique and amazing wares—mainly for
cooking. These were fired in the
primitive way of stacking them in a
mound with wood and grass. For any—
one living between a market garden
and an abattoir this method would be
perfect. Clay quality seems to be ir-

relevant.
For making large pots a simple

wooden kick wheel was sunk into the
ground up to the top of the flywheel,
ash was spread on the wheelhead or
bat to prevent sticking. (There is no
need to cut the base off when using
ash.) After coiling, the potter then sits
on a log diagonally placed and kicks
the wheel around to smooth off the coil
joints, moving up and down the log
according to the size of the pot. Since
large pots can’t be made in one go, a
charcoal brazier was hung inside to
firm up the pot more quickly so more
coils could be added. Generally one
potter had 3 pots in the making at the
same time.

These days though Okinawa glazed
ware is still thriving, as mentioned
before yakishime has died out. How-
ever a few potters are starting to show
an interest in this type of pottery again.
The struggle is uphill though. Much
yakishime ware was regarded locally
as Cheap ware and old thinking dies
hard. I hope for a revival of interest as
the charm and worth of this ware be—
comes appreciated.

Anagama firing at Potters Convention,
Taranaki ’83

Jack Troy, saltglazerpanagama firerfrom
Pennsylvania will be visiting New Zea—
land in October, for the annual exhibition
and convention of the New Zealand
Society of Potters to be held in New
Plymouth at labour weekend.
“In the anagama kiln you use the
flames like a brush, but you’re only
allowed to hold it by the very tip. Fir-
ing is decorating or, at the very most,
you set the stage for decoration to hap—
pen. The potter must try to anticipate
the path of the flame and direct it here
and there, sheltering one pot and ex—
posing the belly of that one. Experi—

ence counts for much, but is not at all
sufficient by itself. The calculation re—
mains more intuitive than conscious
because like the entire anagama cycle
of forming and firing, things work out
best when, as Daniel Rhodes puts it,
they ”arise out of a direct and relaxed
confrontation with ceramic process, a
feeling for the clay, the wheel and the
fire which has nothing to do with per—
fection in the sense of ruling out all
surprises.”

extracted from an article
from “Ontario Potter”
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Potters Convention

Labour weekend, New Plymouth. An-
nual Pottery Exhibition, Visiting dem—
onstrators, interesting sightseeing
programme. Registration from Mrs
Edwards 2 Roto Street, New Plymouth.

Summer workshop

Borland Lodge 14—22 January 1984.
Tutors Chester Nealie and Peter
Johnson. Inquiries to Audrey Sim—
mons, Heddon Bush RDl Winton.
Phone 877 South Hillend.

We have good reports of this annual
workshop held at Lake Manapouri in
one of New Zealand’s noted scenic
areas. The calibre of the tutors, the
organisation, and the lake, mountain
and bush surroundings make this
workshop internationally attractive.
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Wood fired brick and fibre kiln

When ceramic fibre first became avail—
able in New Zealand, my interest was
much the same as any other red
blooded potter except that I wanted to
try the stuff with wood, rather than the
usual diesel, gas or electricity. The only
problem I could foresee was the effect
of fly-ash building up and fluxing the
more exposed pieces of fibre. I have
overcome this till now with thin coat-
ings of batwash after each firing, much
the same as protecting a salt skin, but
there is still a certain amount of dam-
age to the fibre. However I have re-
cently come across a refractory cement
which seems to contain a high propor—
tion of fine alumina. Used by itself as a
wash, the cement develops fine mud
type cracks, but dosed up with a re-
fractory grog or coarser alumina it is
held together. Applied over a series of
firings it develops into a very hard
refractory shell.

My kiln is a slight mutation on the
Driving Creek dutch oven workhorse.
The chamber is oblong instead of
square and the firebox runs parallel to
the kiln with a series of firemouths
rather than one, more like the cham-
berofan oriental climbing kiln, only
much smaller. It is 25 cu.ft with a small
area for the odd earthenware or raku
pot in the base of the stack. I find it a
most agreeable size to fire on my own,
as the cycle of thrown to finished pots
can be very short if need be and I don’t
lose the rhythm of firing. The pots are
all raw glazed and fired to around
1300 ° C in 12 to 13 hours.

I have used fibre in the arch of my
kiln for several reasons—~the ease of
construction compared to bricks, the
obvious insulating quality and for
lightness. The kiln itself requires
minimum bracing, merely fence
standards and clothesline wire. In the
back of my mind was the problem of
rapid cooling in completely fibre kilns. '
Actually the brick walls and floor more
than make up for the fibre arch loss—if
anything it seems to take longer to cool
than my last all-brick kiln.

Here is a brief description of the
construction of the arch which could be
adapted to any shape or size. I threw a
series of plugs with a flat brim 21/2 ”
long and the flange of the same width. I
drilled a 3/8 ” hole into the tip of this
when leather hard and fired them to
around 1200 ° C. They were made of a
local refractory clay good to 1400 O C
with some alumina added. The plugs
were spaced at about 10” intervals and
pushed through holes cut in the fibre
(two layers, one high, one low heat
duty). Bolted through each one was a
stainless steel bolt fixed on the other

side of flat galvanised iron which was
already held into the required arch
shape by three mild steel bands and a
dozen coach bolts—the remaining
sockets were then plugged with scraps
of fibre. This operation was all done
upside down and the fibre made rigid

Peter Johnson, Southland

Ant: Constructim.

before inserting the plugs. The arch
was then placed on the waiting wall
and the four corners braced.

Colac Bay
Riverton

Southland
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POTI'ING IN STYLE
on the Slip 1T0", Merilyn Wisemon,AIbony

Many years ago I set sail from New
Zealand with some of my family to
embark on a 4 year Fine Arts course at
Goldsmiths College in London. My
mother had very carefully charted a
course ’through the history of civiliza—
tion’ which took 5 months, travelling
overland from Egypt through the Mid-
dle East to Greece and Europe, and
finally to England. In all the museums
and at the archeological sites we
visited I saw pots and shards. In places
like Petra and the remote parts of Jor—
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dan you could find shards scattered on
the ground with as much reverence as
tins on our rubbish dumps. I'll never
forget the magic of picking up a handle
ofa pot made in Roman times, with the
vitality of the potter’s hand still evi-
dent after all those centuries. Years
later I found myself working in a small
pottery in Ireland for the summer holi—
days, preparing clay for the two potters
who worked there. Soon after this I
returned to New Zealand, certain that
what I really wanted to do was to make

pots. And although it took some time
to get it all together that is what I am
doing now.

I have always fired with wood. From
my first experience of watching a wood
firing 7 years ago I knew this was the
way I wanted to fire my pots. The
physical effort, heat, sweat and direct
contact with the fire through the stok-
ing is the culmination of the 5 week
work cycle. Ann Ambler and Nigel
Woodroffe helped to design the kiln
which has two chambers of 50 cubic ft,
and a Dutch oven firebox. When we
built the kiln none of us had any ex-
perience of firing a wood kiln, but the
only modification I have made is to
change the height of the bag wall and
to add two 40 gallon drums to the stack.

In the early days when raw firings
would take at least 18 hours and stoic
friends split wood for me for hours on
end, I never imagined I would be able
to fire singlehanded. But I now preheat
the kiln overnight, filling the front of
the firebox with 3 or 4 manuka logs and
lighting a small fire around them. It
takes a little while to be sure the wood
will continue to burn, and then I brick
up the firebox completely leaving the
damper right out. By 4 o’clock next
morning there are a few glowing em-
bers left in the grate, the kiln is warm
and the chimney pulling. I still take
care not to increase temperature too
rapidly until 300 degrees as many of
my pots are raw fired, but from then on
I can really push it and I fire to 1300
degrees in 12 to 13 hours nowi

The kiln uses surprisingly little
wood—about half a bundle of
slabs—which works out to about $25
per firing. There is still a mill about 20
miles further north at Silverdale so the
cartage costs are not too high. It takes
my husband Michael a couple of hours
to cut and sort enough wood for a
firing, and between us we can stack it
in less than an hour. We stack the wood
close to the kiln to save any double
handling, and by replacing each stack
after a firing the process of cutting and
stacking wood is not a major chore.
One can argue that this time could be
more lucratively employed making
pots, but in my experience you are
more likely to experiment and delight
in making pots if there is not an
enormous fuel bill to face after each
firing.

My commitment to wood firing has
shaped the approach I have to my Mm'iIi/n Wisemtm photographed in and around

1181' workshop by Ian Small].
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work. Unless the pots show the effect
of the fire there is little point in using
wood solely as a source of heat—. . . there
are much easier ways to reach cone 10! I
enjoy leaving parts of my pots un-
glazed so that the ash can build up on
those surfaces. Porcelain bodies and
the Macpherson White slab clay blush
shades of apricot under these con-
ditions. Recently I have been using the
slab clay for moulded platters,
thoroughly enjoying the tranquillity of
hand building.

I began experimenting with slips
about 3 years ago . . . dipping and
combing, enjoying the simple way that
a white slip, for instance, changes the
colour of a glaze and gives immediate
colour contrast on a pot. Instead of
searching for yet another glaze as a
source of colour I began to realize that
slips could give me a big colour range
and flexibility, and could be used in a
wide variety of ways. Slip trailing
began to interest me—it’s like draw-
ing with liquid. The technique is very
old and relatively simple, requiring
practice to achieve fluidity and
rhythm. You have to work fast which
leads to spontaneity and freshness.
The use of slips enables me to decorate
my pots the day I make them and in
this way the decoration becomes an
intrinsic part of the making process.

The fired colour of slips depends
very much on the glaze used, and a
wide variation of colour can be
achieved by simply changing the
over—glaze. I use glazes containing
Cornwall Stone for their translucent
quality. I have experimented with
many base slip recipes and have found
the following formula gives me the
least problems.
Basic White Slip
Australian Feldspar 100 g
Australian Ball Clay 1500 g
Kaolin 200 g
Flint 200 g

Even so, timing the drying of the
pots is critical for both pouring and
trailing. An addition of 1/2% bentonite
aids adhesion of the slip. Most pottery
books give a basic guide to slip
colourants. It is time consuming mix—
ing and testing different colours but an
empirical approach is very rewarding.

I was very fortunate to have been
invited to join the Albany Village
Cooperative 18 months ago. Apart
from enjoying the contact with other
potters instead of working in almost
total isolation, the opportunity has
freed me from providing a dealer with
a wide selection of readily saleable
domestic ware. I am now able to con—
centrate on a specific direction in my
work, and to have it displayed to ad—
vantage in the Albany Gallery. The
situation also forces me to live with my
pots longer, and hopefully to learn
from the experience!

Obituary
”he makes pots as a bird sings”
Michael Cardew 1901—1983
When Michael Cardew turned away from the university and an academic life in 1923 to
become a potter, the move was decidedly less respectable than such a move would seem
today. It was the type of highly individualistic decision he was to repeat often.
Where Leach introduced the Oriental aesthetic to 20th C British craft, Cardew was the
link with English slipware surviving the industrial revolution in small country potteries.
He captured the spirit of country craft, first at Winchcombe—a pottery he revzved—
then at his pottery in Wenford Bridge, Cornwall. Michael Cardew’s strength ofperson—
ality, understanding of and competence in his craft translated into vigorous pots often
with free slip trail decoration. The work he was doing in 1975 when I visited him at
Wenford Bridge still displayed astonishing vitality. My meeting with him and later his
colleague Katherine Pleydell—Bouverie supplied me with the fundamental principles of
what craft is about and for that I’m most thankful.

' Margaret Harris
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Goil Weissberg, Wellington

having fun
I spent two years at the Wellington
Polytech doing graphic design fol—
lowed by a year at the Dunedin
ceramics course. Since then I’ve been
spending half my time on ceramics and
half painting and drawing. I've re—
cently abandoned the attempt to make
a living from this as I felt I was be—
coming a Philistine. Now I have the
freedom to experiment and explore the
things I enjoy doing without worrying
whether or not they will sell. I work
mainly in porcelain because I love
drawing and designing on it. I like
colour so I have been using china
paints on some items to achieve bright
and startling effects, but I’m looking
for alternatives because it’s difficult to
be free with these paints.

I do some throwing but find it a
gruelling process and can’t wait to alter
the forms and draw on them. I have
resisted the temptation to distort coffee
mugs as the surface is ideal for creating
colourful designs which have proved
popular with buyers if time consuming
for me. I like to make many different
objects as vehicles for drawing. I love
anything that looks human—masks
are delightful as they are symbolic of
many things and are fun to play with.

‘~ \‘t. i' H

2 ‘x.
W.Iai‘.

I 1"

Porcelain 12 ” black stain drawing.

Porcelain 13 " thrown and distorted.
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Luscious lustres
Potti Meods, Wellington

Viewing the 14th 15th and 16th century
lustres in the Louvre collection in Paris
three years ago was for me an over-
whelming experience. I felt a longing
to use lustres in a wider and more
varied way than I had previously, as a
total decoration. By reading widely
and trying any promising idea I slowly
evolved my own technique that basi—
cally is lustre on lustre broken up with
the use of a medium.

Originally I used gold and platinum
on a clear or optical blue glaze but 18
months ago I tried these lustres on a
soft, matt black glaze and this gave a
totally different very dramatic result. I
went on experimenting and found that
different grades of gold lustre gave me
different tones, for instance one would
give bright gold, another red copper
colours which heightens the richness
of the final result. On the clear or white
glaze the thinner grades of gold fire to
rose or lavender depending on the base
glaze but on the black the thinner gold
is a :ich copper through to bronze.
Exploiting these variations is some—
thing I’m learning more about each
firing.

I use an electric kiln and biscuit fire
to 960—10000c then glaze to 1200°c to
1240°c and finally begin applying
lustres which are only fired to 750°C.
Sometimes several applications are
necessary to achieve the desired effect.

The richness of the lustre decoration
demands simple forms to complement
the extravagance of patterning. I find a
band of silver and gold on rims or
edges defines the patterned area effec—
tively. My forms are thrown and hand—
built, one favourite is an egg shape
which lends itself to lustre in the
Faberge tradition. ”Large plates are a
wonderful basis for experimentation
using gold and platinum. I’m only now
beginning to control the lustres on this
form.

Because I enjoy the techniques I have
evolved and gold and platinum are be-
coming increasingly expensive, I re-
cently decided to use coloured com-
mercial lustres as well. They have led
me on to making Victorian type jar-
diniéres for which they are a most ap—
propriate decoration.

Everything I read, everything I try
makes a change in my work — the
results are always different. That’s
what I love about it.

Photos,- Rz'ght, with coloured lustres by Ienny
Hames. The remaining black and gold lustre:
Michael Overend. Examples ofthis work ham
been shown at Faenza, Italy.
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Magic mocha
Wendy Masters, Kopiti Coost

Having a graphic design training I
enjoy combining these techniques
with the form and function of pots. For
the ”mochas” I concentrate on clean,
simple forms to set off the intricate
patterns which are formed in the sur-
face layer of slip as the colouring runs.

I use porcelain (Potclays) slip on
either the same body or on stoneware.
Various liquids can be used to carry the
oxide colouring—vinegar, tobacco
juice, coffee (hence the name mocha I
suppose) and several others. I prefer
tobacco juice for the way it runs in
wavy, feathery lines compared to the
straighter lines of vinegar. To make the
tobacco base liquid, empty a packet of
any tobacco into a saucepan, cover
with water and simmer for half an hour
(open the window—it stinks). Strain
off the liquid and store it in a lidded
jar. Use this base to mix up different
colours in small lidded and labelled
containers. I use mainly cobalt carbo—
nate, iron, nickel and rutile in a pro-
portion of 30 mls tobacco juice to ap—
prox. 1 g of oxide. Dry glaze stain can
also be used.

To apply, the pot should be medium
leather hard and held firmly while part
or all of it is covered with slip. lm—
mediately stir the mocha mixture with

an eye dropper or brush, let a few
drops fall into the slip and tilt the pot to
control the way the colour runs. If the
pattern is not successful it can be
wiped off with a wet sponge and the
slip and the colouring applied again.

Rims, borders and other areas can be
protected with brush-wax against the
slipping and sponging process. Hands
should be rinsed frequently or gloves
worn, as the oxides are being used in a
very concentrated form.

New Zealand Potter 15

Fired to top temperature in reduc—
tion, the clay and oxides are lovely
unglazed. I haven’t yet found a glaze
which enhances the patterns without
either melting or obliterating them.
Some stain translucent glazes work
reasonably well though, and the
mocha area can be sponged with water
so it will pick up a thinner glaze coat-
ing.

Mochas are a happening akin to
watercolour painting and in spite of
many failures 1 always look forward to
having another go.

Left and above: Wendy Masters’ mocha,
flowing in brown, amber and grey/green
colours resembles a landscape on plates where
she can exercise most control.
Below left: an example of Wendy Masters’
other style using an etched floral motif.
Photographed by Richard Hendry at NZ
Craftwprks.



Vivid images,
Most of my work is thrown on an elec—
tric wheel although I handbuild some
pieces. I use a white earthenware body
predominantly and fire in an electric
kiln. The decoration is brushed or air—
brushed on to the work with onglaze
colours and lustres, firing a separate
third time. I enjoy exploring line and
colour combinations with the vivid
colours available in china paint.

Although I’m a New Zealander, my

Sue McLeod, Nelson

training was at art school in England,
where the ceramics tutor, a sculptor,
emphasised the importance of defini~
tion of form and clarity of line. He
introduced me to 13th century Spanish
Hispano-Moresque ware, Chinese
Sung and the work of Lucie Rie. As
well as learning traditional clay form—
ing methods I took advantage of in—
dustrial techniques available at the
school, such as jolleying, casting and
making ceramic transfers.

.u/
I

, Photos: Kingsford 8 Baigent

I love drawing and keep sketch
books for possible ideas and bizarre
notions. Most of my forms are contain—
ers ofvarious sizes, where I explore an
aspect of the form, decoration or both.
As the idea develops I move intermit—
tently between paper and clay. Injec—
tions from moves, New Wave music,
art deco, jiving and contemporary
painting and print—making are essen—
tial to my creative muse.
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A travelling Australian exhibition
The first property of the Australian
exhibition is that it is interesting. On
closer inspection the second laudable
property is the impressively high
standard of technique that the large
majority of works exhibit. The third
striking feature of the exhibition is the
free use of colour. From here on you
either like ’em or hate /em.

We felt a little of both — the impres-
sive large hexagon plate by Malcolm
Stewart, the fine, earthy constructions
of Marea Gazzard, the timeless salt
glazes of Janet Mansfield, the sumptu-
ously vulgar lustres of Alan Peascod —
and on the other hand the imitation
wall papered, interlocking cardboard,
cubes and “arranged” porcelain cloud
formations.

Here are substantial and creative
happenings in Australian pottery. We
have evidence of satire, of fun, and
expressive decoration — a flourishing,
independent pottery activity. Would
an equivalent New Zealand exhibition
seem as lively?

Audrey Brodie.
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Carving on slip,
Lately I have been particularly in—
terested in using the visual and tactile
difference between slip clay and clay
body. The slip, a local clay-ash-
manganese mixture, fires to a satin
finish—rich dark brown to black,
which contrasts nicely with the lighter,
toasted and textured surface of the
coarser clay body.

Gillion Pope, Dunedin

Pots are sprayed with the slip glaze
when green, and areas of the glaze are
carved away when dry, to leave the
design in low relief. If the glaze has
been sprayed on thickly the design
when fired has fat, rounded edges
which emphasise the relief.

I like to use simple bold repeat de-
signs where the positive/negative

image can be reversed or simple re-
peats where slight variations can
achieve an interesting whole. I do a lot
of sketching. Many sketches are used
in print making, others are adapted for
use on pots. On recent jar forms I have
used abstract fern designs and on large
crocks designs based on japonica blos—
soms. ‘
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Porcelain in the SOlld, Sue Clifford, Southlond
From rural Soathland with no formal
training and next to no contact with the
mainstream of New Zealand pottery, Sue
Clifford of Wyndham has developed her
chosen style to the point where she had
work selected for the last international
exhibition at Faenza, Italy.

”I was born in Dunedin in 1958, and
after leaving school I imported beads
from Africa and Peru, working as a
self—employed maker of ethnic jewel-
lery. Hours spent threading necklaces

and making ear-rings no doubt instil—
led in me the patience required to
handbuild. A change in fashion
brought about a change in occupation
and in 1978 I became a full—time
ceramist working entirely in hand
built porcelain. .

Believing that weight should be re-
levant to form, I spent a year experi—
menting with porcelain bodies to pro—
duce one that would fire in a solid
piece. This could have been done in
stoneware but as porcelain is so cold to
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Finely finished work in illt’ style of the italian classical
school, Tonal quality ronzliining (it’llill with clarity and
lirillianri’. For full details and prices write lo.

the touch in its vitreous state, it again
became my chosen body.

I prepare the clay body in the pow-
dered state and in this I thoroughly mix
25—50% sawdust, depending on the
form to be made. Water is then added
and the resulting mixture, with a con-
sistency of wet concrete, is poured into
temporary wooden boxing or plaster
moulds approximate to the shape I re—
quire.

After the pieces are thoroughly dried
(two to three months in a heated
room), they are bisque fired to 1000°C
in an electric kiln. As this produces
thick clouds of smoke I leave the kiln
lid propped open two to three inches
until the smoke has dissipated at
around 500 ° C to save some wear and
tear on the elements.

After bisque tiring the pieces are
hand carved and filed to the form re-
quired. This is a very dusty procedure
and although I am not yet showing
signs of silicosis and I do wear a good
quality mask, I frequently suffer ash
burns to my throat, face and hands.

After carving I apply the following
oxide wash.

Nickel oxide 20
Red iron 50
Cobalt oxide 100
Manganese 20
Chromium oxide 10

The pieces are then fired to 1300 ° C.
At present I am experimenting with

metals embedded in the forms before
the final firings. This gives some spec—
tacular results, eating into the Clay
when the right combination is used.
This year’s work will be mainly de—
voted to perfecting this technique.

eff-Harris
Maker of violins, violas and cellos

36 Wadi’stown Road
l/Vi‘llington

NEW ZEALAND
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For exhibitionists
Iwas looking after the pottery exhibition at a gallery when a woman strode towards me saying ”The trouble with pottery is
that it is too easy to make!” Igasped a strangled ”Ah, er” but she launchedforth—”It is thrown in minutes, it is decorated
and glazed in even less time. Not that time ofinvolveinent assures you ofa better command ofform, even with handbuilt
work. You can, with the skill that is presumed by the title of’Potter’ produce a reasonable article without too much bother.
But why do you put it in an exhibition?” ”The best technique doesn’t guarantee an exhibition was for the rarer pieces
where concept, skill and luck have combined to give an extra quality, and surely when an exhibition is presumed to be ofa
high standard, your integrity should encourage you to present only these pieces?” ”The best technique doesn’tguarantee
an exhibition pot—some I’ve seen have been exceptional pieces, notwithstanding the purists’ idea of acceptable
technique”.

She was obviously not to be argued with, so I cowered a little lower behind the pile of catalogues. “The trouble with
pottery is, that it is very hard to achieve a good potfor exhibition—too much 0fthis is modest in the extreme. You’ll never
have an exciting or stimulating exhibition unless you are more discriminating”.

”Ah, yes; well . . . ” I mumbled weakly, that could make for a pretty thin exhibition perhaps . . . .7”
But she elected not to hear and swept off. Imet her again at another exhibition afew days later. When she approached

me, all the arguments I had been turning over in the meantime evaporated, andas left with ”Well, do you mean that
exhibitions are for exhibitionists? We potters are a modest lot . ?”

”Of course not,” she interrupted ”come round this exhibition and we’ll talk about it”.
”Now, here is agood pot, admittedly a close copy ofa 16th century original, and why a young person with the education

and environmental pressures of today should produce the style ofsuch a different era Ican’t say, but the piece stands well
enough in its own right, certainly an exhibition piece, yet rather like seeing a Van Eyck type painting in a contemporary
art show.

Perhaps this is where potters have an advantage—traditional concept and methods are still encouraged strongly . . .
This piece reminds me ofa sea worn rock” —”But that’s not traditional, or even useful! Is it really pottery?” I ventured.
”It’s about time you people reconsidered your prejudices” she said. Pottery is a broad term now. Ifyou wished you could

talk about ’ceramics’ for non functional pieces made of clay—it seems a bit pedantic. lust consider each piece in its own
right. Is it good ofits type? Is it a good example of this potter’s work? Does it convey other qualities or emotions? You do
not compare an ancient Chinese print with an impressionist painting but both are valid and acceptable in their ownfields.

Look at this teapot, it is full bodied and well balanced, its handle and spout are indisputably right, Ican feel the warmth
within when I look at it, truly a fine example, but this bowl—its foot ring turned with ’flair’, its edge bumpedfashionably
out of shape to achieve a ”Zen tea bowl” effect. No amount of sitting cross legged on the floor will reveal to us the
complexities of the Zen philosophy in relation to pottery. This bowl is fit only for that onion dip that people serve you at
parties”.

I was beginning to like her a bit better. We passed over lots of pleasing enough pots that she suggested were not
exhibition pieces but suitable for a sale of work. She even agreed that this was agood way for the potter and his public to
become friends because both benefited from the contact.

But pottery exhibitions in their present form were generally overweighed with ordinary pots and this made them dull
when they should be exciting and thought provoking.

Iwas beginning to see the point of her argument and had to agree. We parted with a little more grace on my part than on
the previous occasion.

I had to admit that what I had taken to be an overbearing intrusion into ”our” domain was really a valid and well
intentioned comment.

But, all the same, I hope you don’t get her at your exhibition!

Left: Apples, clear porcelain overlaid with rosy
copper red by [enny Shearer of Wellington,
bought by Robert McDougall Art Gallery,
Christchurch, for their permanent collection.
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The art of Njoman Suara
text and photographs by Theo Schoon

On the west coast of Bali is the small
potters’ Village of Pejaten. The people
are rice farmers who for centuries
created their own domestic earthen-
ware pottery for every conceivable
purpose. These are standardised items
perfected over the centuries into their
characteristic shapes and forms. There
is also some decorative work and the
most striking of these are the crowning
pieces for thatched shrine and temple
roofs or wealthy people’s homes. But
there was no art pottery until fairly
recently. Occasionally whimsical or
humourous figurines were made for
their own use. The domestic ware and
roof ornaments were sold in nearby
villages in the marketplace.

Although the Balinese have been
familiar with fine Chinese stoneware
and porcelain for centuries, it never
sparked any interest to emulate it. The
people stuck to what they could pro-
duce cheaply for everyday use and it
was adequate. The Chinese ware was a
luxury only a few could afford and for
some time the Chinese stoneware and
porcelain plates were cemented into
temple and palace gates or walls. When
Europeans discovered these fine anti—
que plates they soon found their way
into Western antique collectors’ hands
leaving yawning holes in the walls
where they had once been.

There had been however, both in
Java and in Bali in the early Hindu
period, an extensive and lively art in
terra cotta for ritualistic purposes.
These figures bear a strong re-
semblance to the terra cotta figurines of
ancient Mexico. This art was mainly
based on a rich variety of forms made
from strips and coils of clay. Although
only a few traces of the art are left, in a
limited range of domestic ware like
piggy banks and children’s toys in
Java, I learned as a child that this art
was still alive when a worker at my
father’s brick and tile factory was sent
to mind me and he entertained me the
way they entertain their own; by
making clever and lively sculptures of
people and animals from such strips
and coils. These were, however, rarely
fired.

In later years I was to see the whole
range of this art form in Bali, not in clay
but in rice paste. A variety of temple
offerings from rice cakes are regularly
made. The rice paste is covered with
dyes and made into a substance very
like clay. Figurines and other con-
structions are made, each with a sym-
bolic or magical significance. These
Terracotta animals at Kesongan village near
Iokjakarta, artist Pak Sidac. Right: comical
musicians and dancers, 4” by Njoman Suara.
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clever and complex creations are deep
fired for strength and permanence then
mounted on large supports fixed in
place with skewers or tooth picks. The
knowledge of this art is common to all
Balinese. The women in a household
can make them, and do so as a matter of
routine.

Njoman Suara of Pejaten as a child
saw these things being made and
amused himself by making them in his
father’s pottery. He was about ten
years old when a painter friend of mine
saw him and suggested he make tiles
and illustrate anything he like from
everyday life, and offered to help him
to market the work at a very good price.
Njoman Suara was astonished to dis-
cover that his tiles sold extremely well
and soon he was making more money
than his parents. There was no mystery
about the boy’s technical ability right
from the start. It was as though he had
inherited the entire repertoire of an
ancient culture and could instantly
work with the sureness and deftness of
his predecessors centuries ago. There
was no doubt that this boy was an
artist in the true sense. His exuberant
imagination and strong artistic aware—
ness enabled him to work prodigiously
yet none of his creations were alike.

During an epidemic he lost both his
parents, and Njoman Suara became
sole breadwinner to his many brothers
and sisters. However he prospered.
The luxury hotels in Bali bought many
of his tiles to cover walls and any sur—
faces that needed enrichment. He also
made large figurines of a comical na—
ture which found uses in exterior and
interior decoration. As with all good
things in Bali villagers noted his suc—
cess and began copying his work in a
big way flooding the market with in-
ferior versions and eventually spoiling
his market. Tourists do not know the
difference.

I was fortunate to come across a stack
of Njoman Suara’s work in Kai It
studio in the Tabanan district, and
photographed till I ran out of film. Ar—
tistic plagarism in Bali is on a grand
scale; it becomes a cottage industry for
villages and it is disastrous for any real
artistic talent. It is fortunate that the
wealthy patrons in Bali are more dis—
criminating and knowing than the
tourist for they insist on genuine
Njoman Suara creations for their
apartments and gardens. Hundreds of
similar tiles may be seen in Sydney’s
art shops, but few are those of Njoman
Suara.

A New Zealand potter has been
teaching stoneware techniques in Bali
for some years now. Brent Hesselyn, a
former pupil of Yvonne Rust, built the
first stoneware kiln there and several
others since. A wealthy hotel owner
interested in ceramic art and an art
collector, became his patron, helping

him in the difficult task of bringing
Changes to a basically very conserva—
tive people. It takes time and patience.
It is paradoxical that such an intensely
artistic people are difficult to teach in
artistic matters. As soon as western'
innovations present themselves by
way of new materials and techniques
their innate traditional and refined
taste deserts them. It requires a very
special westerner to introduce new
methods in such a way that the worst
cases of confusion are avoided and
guide graceful continuity from old to
new so that there be no break in the
tradition.

A rich legacy will be lost in Bali (and
indeed in other ”developing” coun—
tries), when insensitive modern edu—
cation causes them to abandon their
traditional approach, The Western
style art teacher pales beside the village
craftsman and artist. It is still the vil—
lage tradition which produces artists
like Njoman Suara.

Theo Schoon was born in Indonesia and
came with his family to New Zealand in
1939. He was not at home at art school
and left, preferring to make solitary ex—
plorations away from the mainstream of
New Zealand life in the 19405 and 505. A
skill learnt from an East Coast Maori
carver led him to carving patterns on
gourds he grew himself for the purpose,
and with his sketch hook and camera he
made other detailed studies. His observa—
tions of Maori cave drawings, landscape
patterning in the Rotoraa thermal region
and greenstone in Westland are described
in his book Jade Country“. After a long'
period overseas he has come back and is
living in Tokomaru Bay on the East Coast
where “I hope soon to have my hands into
clay.”
>*published 1973, Arts, Australia.

Left: tiles by Njoman Suara. Above: firing the
open kilns with rice straw, Kesongan, central
Java. Vessels and flower holders.



Domestic ware

Lively pots for everyday use
are produced by many of our
potters a high percentage of
them salt glazed and wood
fired.
Here is work by Ross
Mitchell-Anyon of Wanganui,
John Sepie, Westport, and
John Anderson, Northland.

Into colour

Dish, flourishing slip trailed
design wood fired by Ann
Ambler, Northland.
Bowls by Warren Tippett,
Auckland, calligraphic
brushwork and bright colour
application in art decor style.
Jar with “landscape”
decoration, Royce
McGlashen, Nelson.

Plzotograp/n’d nf NZ Craftworks by Richard
Hendry,
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Growth forms I’ve been working with
for the past three years are inspired by
an interest in the sea and its life and the
growing forms and patterns of vege—
tables such as marrows and squash.
Although the basic idea might have its
roots in perhaps an earthy turnip, my
”turnip form” could belong to the
cosmic world.

The forms started as small stoppers
in floor bottles then they took me over
and became large (up to 24 ” diameter
and 36 ” long). Those with only two
contact points with the surface on
which they stand are more visually
dynamic because they appear to be
about to roll or tip. The forms with
patterned surfaces have a tension be—
tween the ovoid and the projection.

Larger than life Peter Masters, Wanganui

The ovoid section (except those over
20 ” diameter which are coiled) is
thrown in two stages Firstly a closed
“onion” dome with a thick one inch
wall which is inverted when leather
hard into a chuck and brought up
leaving a hole large enough to allow
one’s hand to manoeuvre inside. The
projection is constructed by wrapping
a thin slab around a cardboard cone.
This is luted to the ovoid overlapping
its wall on the inside supported in
position with pieces of foam rubber
(cracking in tight bends can be re-
ctified by the addition of fibreglass or
nylon to the clay body). With the
pierced growths, small tapered coils
pushed through from the inside
present no support problems.

The clay body I’m now using is
stoneware (MacPherson’s Slab), and
there have been no problems of sep-
aration of ovoid and projection in spite
of shrinkage differences of up to 4%.
The use of a deflocculated slip has im-
proved joining. Some projections are
of a white earthenware body which
partly melts at 1300 ° C, butxsince this
is a very short body, its limited in its
application. The recipe is:
Australian Ball Clay

(1% iron) 60
Talc 40

A variety of slips ranging from to—
tally non—sodium receptive (talc) to
porcellanous (hence very glossy) give
contrasting surfaces. Oxides are usu—
ally sprayed on to the porcelain projec-
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tions with an atomizer. When apply—
ing to an ovoid a touch of wax emul—
sion is added to the oxide so it does not
rub off when handled.

SLIPS AND OXIDES
SLIPS (percentages)
MILES’ BASIC SALT SLIP: (glossy
cream white)
Edgar Plastic Kaolin (EPK) 47
Flint 25
Feldspar 25
Bentonite 3

100

Iron Oxide
Cobalt Oxide 0.25

(dark blue)
Rutile 8
Cobalt Oxide 0.5

(blue-green)
Rutile 8
Iron 6

(rust)

OXIDES (parts)
Iron 2
Rutile 1.

(rust/orange)
Rutile 2
Cobalt Oxide 1
Gertsley Borate 1

(dark blue—green)
Rutile 1
Gertsley Borate 0.25

(gold)

ADDITIONAL SLIPS AND OXIDES

SLIPS (percentages)
MATHER/PITCHER SALT SLIPz‘
Feldspar 40
Edgar Plastic Kaolin 40
Lithium Carbonate 10

. Borax 10

100
Rutile 20
(quite dry bright yellow breaking to
salmon and white)

Pierced root growth, stoneware, porcelain projections, salt glaze, cone 10.
Work photographed by Peter Masters

PENLAND SCHOOL SALT SLIP:2
Kaolin 15.70
Ball Clay 15.80
Nepheline Syenite 31.60
Flint 31.60
Borax 5.30

100
Red Iron Oxide 10
(very shiny metallic red-brown
breaking to green-brown)

TALC SLIP:
Ball Clay 50
Talc 50

100
(dry creamy white to light yellow-
ochre)
Red Iron Oxide 10
(oxblood to yellow-brown)
Red Iron Oxide 4
Manganese Dioxide
Cobalt Oxide
(brownish dark blue to black)

H
N

ALBANY SLIP:
Albany Clay 100
(a shiny dark olive—green with
yellow—green highlights)
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REITZ ENGOBE: (cone 8—10)3
Kaolin 60
Feldspar 15
Flint 15
Ball Clay 10

Iron 2
Cobalt Oxide 1
(semi-matt bluish black, breaking to
shiny dark blue)

OXIDES (parts)
DARK BLUE:
Iron 15
Cobalt Oxide (ground) 2

’BRITE' GREEN:
Rutile 5
Cobalt Oxide (ground) 1
Gertsley Borate 2

1. John Coyne (Editor), The Penland
School of Crafts’ Book of Pottery, (New
York: The Bobbs-Merrill Co. Inc.,
1975) p.13.
2. Ibid, p.13.
3. Jack Troy, Salt Glazed Ceramics,
(New York: Watson—Guptill Publi-
cations, 1977), p.75.

All growth forms are salt glazed to
minimize handling of work. A broad
spectrum of colour and variety in sur-
face treatment provides the desired
surreal quality I’m looking for.

For firing, pieces have been stacked
vertically in a conical chuck with a coil
of salt wadding around the ovoid. This
is in effect, a saggar, and thus the ex—
tension has remained dry (usually with
an oxide wash). Recently because pro-
jections have become longer and a dry
extension is not desired, they are fired
as they are, either in an oxidised or
mildly reduced atmosphere in a
natural gas downdraft kiln, and given a
medium salting (about 10 kgs for 20
cu.ft).

Most of Peter Masters education was in
Canada where he taught art after qual—
ifying from the University of Calgary,
and Tacoma, Washington, USA. He
emigrated to New Zealand in 1979 and is
currently Head Ceramics, Senior Techni—
cal Division, Wanganai.

Above: “Dying tap root” growth forms. 38”
stoneware with porcelain projections and in—
serts, salt glazed, Below.- porcelain with white
earthenware, 9” also saltglazed. Both pieces in
collections in the LISA.

At
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Twenty-five years of New Zealand Potter
The New Zealand Potter represents
something of a record for an ’art’
magazine in this country. After 25
years it survives and flourishes.
Looking back it’s not hard to see why:
for 23 of its 25 years it’s been run by an
editor operating from home with small
overheads.

The NZ Potter began within the
framework of the second national pot—
tery exhibition in 1958. Editor for the
first ten years was Helen Mason, a
journalist from the founding gener-
ation of craft potters. New Zealand was
one of the first countries to produce a
magazine for potters, providing tech—
nical information when there were few
books of reference available. The pub-
lication started off on a firm footing of
sound articles in modest format. Helen
Mason was assisted in aspects other
than editorial by a committee handling
subscriptions and production, Doreen
Blumhardt, Terry Barrow and Lee
Thomson serving on this during the
first ten years. Roy Cowan and Juliet
Peter were jointly producing the Potter
when I was invited to to be editor in
1967. The editorial committee warned
they could not pay me, but if the
magazine expanded they could see a
small profit eventually, meanwhile
with the first year’s $100 honorarium I
bought a typewriter and began. My
qualifications were an arts degree,
training in journalism, drawing and
design and art history, and I had done

some potting. Previous writing ex-
perience with the Department of Trade
and Industry, four years as editor of the
department’s trade promotion
magazine, made the collection and
presentation of material for publica—
tion no problem for me. I put my mind
to the job with energy and enthusiasm
and within eight years increased sub—
scribers from 600 to 6000, half of them
overseas.

From 1972 I have been solely respon-
sible for publishing the magazine. The
title editor over 12 years is somewhat of
a misnomer — I’m manager, secretary,
banker, reporter and editor. I corres—
pond with possible contributors (up to
five letters are needed, no expensive
phone calls), I write to all subscribers
(includes reminders), and advertisers,
work with my husband with layout
and design, liase with the printer
during production, and despatch twice
a year (includes 160 parcels for counter
sales), all of which adds up to a full
time job. There is public relations work
on behalf of potters in New Zealand —
correspondence and information re—
quested from overseas people who
know the magazine but don’t know the
potters national body. Two early
editorial committee members, Audrey
and Jim Brodie have stayed with
thePotter. Both brought to the task long
continued experience in writing for,
editing and publishing technical jour—
nals. They have made a distinctive

editorial imprint on what is inter-
nationally recognised as an informa-
tive craft publication presented with
flair and style.

For a number of co-incidental
reasons neither I as editor nor the
editorial committee are able to con—
tinue beyond 1983.

As editor/publisher I would like to
ensure that the journal continues as a
vital objective contribution to New
Zealand potting and a true reflection
for the world of the achievements and
standards of our potters. Many pos—
sibilities are being considered. One of
these is to transfer ownership to an
established publishing house with ex—
perience in specialized magazine pro—
duction and distribution who would
employ an appropriate editor. This
would at least ensure stability of own-
ership and finance and editorial inde-
pendence. We are also aware that some
individual persons are interested, and
would expect groups might be in-
terested also. Which ever course is fol-
lowed there would have to be suitable
arrangements made over goodwill and
stock.

We would like to hear from
would—be publishers appropriately
qualified financed and backed.

Margaret Harris
Wellington April 1983

Moneyboxes by Ian Firth. Photo: Richard Hendry
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Two potters from Westland
Bruce WllllamS After a year pot—
ting with Yvonne Rust, I came to the
coast on her suggestion five years ago. I
have not been disappointed. The re-
sources for the potter are endless. I live
a hundred yards from a coal source,
twenty feet from a wood supply and
three miles from a clay pit. Although
the economics for preparing one’s own
clay can be argued against, I find the
satisfaction outweighs the economics.
Two years ago another potter and I
built a ball mill 24 ” X 24 " at a Harry
Davis workshop in Nelson. Although
it cost $300 to set up, this is our most
useful piece of equipment and the ex-
pense was soon recouped. All pots are
raw fired with or without glazes and
then salted in an 80 c.ft kiln fired with
coal, driftwood and mill slab.

Grant Hudson has been working
on the coast since 1970. All pieces are
wood fired using slab wood from
nearby sawmills. He has been using
some porcelain clays to develop dis—
tinctive optical patterns.

Photographs are from ”The Coasters”
exhibition at Alicat Gallery, Auckland.

New Zealand
Society of Potters
24th annual
exhibition

Two rear teapots, salt glazed by Renton Mur—
ray, front, Ann Ambler: Plates with townscap‘e
design Gloria Young. Pinched and carved
porcelain bowls, celadon glaze by Iean McKin—
non. Crackle glaze in grey breaking red on the
rim, Inlia Colman. Salt glazed jar by John
Anderson.

Photos: Howard Williams
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Fire and flower—
Pots for lkebana
Keith Blight, Northland.

Though many of the pots I make are
able to stand on their own as sculptural
pieces or simply as pots, most can also
be used for lkebana and some are made
specifically for that purpose. Early
connections with the art of lkebana has
meant that a large percentage of my
work has been used by lkebana artists.
I emphasise the word artist because at

I
I

I
i
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its highest level the arrangements
created take their place beside the great
works in art, a fact which has been
recognized in Japan for centuries and
is being increasingly recognized
elsewhere. When exhibiting, I usually
invite a well known lkebana artist to do
arrangements in some of the pots. The
show may look quite well with most of
the pots in place, but when the pots
with arrangements are added it takes
on a whole new life. I say whole, as the
combination of container and flowers
are both essential elements and the
selection of the arrangement is often
inspired by the container. Most of the
pots are my own conception, though
some seem to be influenced by
Japanese form. Some pots are made to
order. I rarely refuse as its a challenge
to create a suggested form, and
perhaps improve upon it and this can
broaden my own concepts and lead to a
new series of pots.

”I think of lkebana as sculpture with
plant materials, so container (Nageire)
and plant material must work as a
whole creation. We work in three
styles:

All containers by Keith
Blight. lkebana arranged
by Maureen Easton left
and right below, by the
late Sue Blunt right and
below centre.

0 natural plant materials and simple
containers

0 taking plant material and imposing
our will on it, for example stripping
bark from stems for desired colour

0 taking unusual containers in com-
bination with unusual materials, for
example metal offcuts in a twisted
pot.”

Sue Blunt, Sogetsu School of
lkebana

“lkebana is a complement to the
potters work. The pot comes from the
earth, the growing foliage and flowers
from the earth, and from the innova—
tive creativity of the two comes a
happy marriage of beauty of form, of
space and colour.”

Maureen Easton

Barbara has been potting profession—
ally for ten years. A keen part time
interest sustained her through the
years when her three children were
small. Barry a builder of no mean skill
assisted in kiln and studio construc-
tion. Barbara has always handbuilt her
work and has developed a rapid spon-
taneous technique which allows her to
express her awareness of the natural
world with a versatility that is always
fresh. Gradually Barry’s interest in
pots became greater than building and
he approached the clay and the wheel
with a craftsman’s attitude and a func—
tional integrity that is evident in his
pots today.

For a while there was a struggle to
align the family finances while Barry
was learning to throw, so his ability to
turn wood bridged the gap while
Barbara carried on steadily making
pots. The children’s growing interest
in the creative work going on around
them was seen regularly at the annual
children’s exhibition at Albany Village
Gallery with Scott, Melissa and Arran
all exhibiting work. Barbara and Barry
are both members of Albany Village
Cooperative.

When Scott, the eldest, left school in
1979 the workshop at Wright’s Road
Albany showed three distinctive
ceramic styles. Barry’s thrown domes—
tic ware—some salt glazed—Barbara's
delicate pinched porcelain and Scott's
developing ”star fly” fantasy.

Then came a significant step forward
for the family when the old Methodist
Hall on 1/2 an acre of land at Wayby and
owned by Warren Tippet was offered
for sale. Barry saw the possibilities
there for having a smaller house and
larger workshop with the added ad—
vantage of a craft outlet for his family.
Barbara has long been a collector of
beautiful pots, glass and furniture—
some of it very old—and her discern—
ing eye has enabled her to create a
gallery of quality New Zealand craft at
The Palms in the converted Methodist
Hall. The house behind, designed and
built by Barry, reflects the interest they
both have in natural wood surfaces,
interior brick walls and slate floors.
Barbara uses wide shelves, deep win—
dow sills and other display areas for
her collections. They are all know»
ledgeable gardeners with Arran keen
on roses although Scott would rather
surf at Mangawhai Beach than pull out
weeds.

Scott has discovered that slip casting
his box forms instead of slab building
is a preferable way of forming these
vehicles which convey the imagery of
his space fantasy figures. While he in-
sists that his direction is more abstract,
the ”star fly” gets better in spite of
him. He is now working on a much
larger scale with a white clay body,
colour and lustre.

Arran spent the latter half of 1982
helping Barry finish the house and
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Ann Ambler
gaining building experience. He
started studying at Wayby Farm Pot—
tery with me in a reciprocal arrange—
ment of tuition for assistance in the
pottery four days a week. On the fifth
day he makes handbuilt fantasy figures
and animals which sell at The Palms
Gallery.

In 1981 all Hockenhulls made an ex—
pedition to Japan to look at old pots
and Visit potters from Mashiko, north
of Tokyo to Arita in Kyushu. The im—
pact of this trip revitalised their feel—
ings for form and decoration.

Barry “I really respond to the Japanese
pots. The softness of the bottoms of the
pots appears to be in contact with the
earth. I feel very humble and have
more sympathy for my own pots as a
consequence."

Barbara “Perhaps I can decorate after
all and get a lot ofjoy out ofit. This is an
avenue to explore now with confide—
nce, but I’m finding the apparent
simplicity of the Japanese decorative
style deceptive.”

Scott ”It was good to see what could be
done. I want to experiment with a lot of
things so I changed my work im-
mediately. I admire the acceptance of
pottery in the lives of the people.”
Arran ”A really lovely place. I saw lots
of pots and spent a lot of time in the fun
parlours of Tokyo playing the pin ball
machines.”
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THE NZ POTTERY AND CERAMICS RESEARCH ASSOCIATION (INC.))
‘O

LOCATED ON THE DSIR CAMPUS, GRACEFIELD, LOWER HUTT, IS L" ', _ , -1~~ ' «ROFFERING, FOR A SUBSCRIPTION OF $25 PER YEAR: XI. i NAPI 14

I”
‘ ’3."

FIVE ISSUES PER YEAR OF A PUBLICATION CALLED
HOTSTUF CONTAINING CERAMIC ABSTRACTS (FROM A WIDE
SELECTION OF JOURNALS) NOT TOO TECHNICAL AND
NEWSBRIEFS
FREE READING USE OF THE LIBRARY

INFORMATION AND LITERATURE SEARCHES AT COST

WHO WOULD BENEFIT:

POTTERS WHO ARE TECHNICALLY ORIENTED
CERAMICS (ESPECIALLY REFRACTORY) USERS, SUCH
FOUNDRIES, KILN MANUFACTURERS
CERAMIC SUPPLIERS
SCHOOLS TEACHING POTTERY
LIBRARIES
ANY INDIVIDUAL OR ORGANISATION INTERESTED IN
CERAMICS

(* TAX DEDUCTIBLE IF IN CERAMICS RELATED EMPLOYMENT)

PLEASE SEND A CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER FOR $25 (OR FOR

FURTHER DETAILS WRITE) TO: NZ POTTERY & CERAMICS RESEARCH
ASSOCIATION (INC.)

PRIVATE BAG
LOWER HUTT

soumum MURIEL MOODY



ELECTRIC KILNS

The new ‘HITECH’ PE. electric kiln features:
0 Very even temperature.
' Radiant tube elements for long life.
' Self ventilating walls to positively eliminate

corrosion.
' Built in ramp and power setting control.
' Will give excellent results when fired under

reduction with the optional reduction kit.

The new ‘HITECH’ F.E. gas kilns feature:
0 Precision engineered Venturi burners to give

precise control over reduction.
' Redesigned burner ports for improved

mixing of secondary air.
0 New self ventilating walls.
° The new ‘HITECH’ gas kiln now costs

substantially less to fire on LPG than the
traditional oil kiln.

0 Finance can be arranged.

POTTERY SUPPLIES
A complete service for potters including clay — glazes — tools — chemicals —
shelves and much, much more — visit our Pottery Workshop and write for
current catalogue.

Furnace Engineering Ltd
& Ceramic Supply Co.
10 Ward Street, New Lynn PO. Box 15293, Auckland 7, New Zealand.

Phone 873—604, 875-081.

Winstone Potters Clays.
1 .

We still blend the finest 20 years on.
We’ve always used the finest raw material3 we can find. And to guard against any

natural variations in the clays, we test fire every batch before release. So we’re confident
of the quality of our cla

In our Auckland lal;
bodies.

oratory we are continually researching new clay bodies and
ways of improving existing ones, in response to potters’ requirements.

McPhersons Traditional Range
X-STONEWARE

A strong,
buff/grey firing
general purpose
stoneware body
blended to give a
balance between
plasticity and
working strength,
but is less plastic
than GBZ.

XXX-STONEWARE
A slightly sandier

version of X, this is
specially designed
for larger pieces
and slab work.

N0. 18-
STONEWARE

A near whiteigrey
firing clay body
suitable for use
where the presence
of iron in the body
would have an
adverse effect on
the glaze.

WHITE SLAB —
STONEWARE

This unique,
white tiring clay has
unusually high
strength and low
shrinkage, Primarily
for large sculptural
and slab work.
A coarse clay with
a rough texture
when tired.

No. 21-
STONEWARE

A warm
reddish—brown
stoneware body
maturing at 1250
degrees. (Water
absorption 3% at
cone 8) Especially
suited to electric
kiln firing in
oxidation.

1100 RED —
EARTHENWARE

This body fires to
a warm
dark-orange colour
at 1100 degrees C,
through to an
attractive dark
mottled red at 1200
degrees C.

RECOMMENDED
FIRING
(To approximately
3% water
absorption using
ORTON Cones)
reducing
oxidising

Cone 9
Gone 10

Cone 9
Cone 1O

Cone 9
Cone 1O

Cone 10
Cone 11

Cone 7
Cone 8 Cone O1

Potters Clay range also now manufactured by Winstone (Wgtn)
GB: An easy to throw mottled buff/grey firing stoneware

HMK: A very fine plastic light grey firing stoneware

GEF A light buff firing stoneware, low firing for electric kilns

E2 A soft terracotta type earthenware

RKF A light buff/pink earthenware

Full technical data on the Potters Clay range and firing characteristics are still being assessed.

Distribution
Clay stocks currently available from most pottery
supply outlets and most Winstone Branches.

unnsrone (warn) no
BS7731



$LEDIJMP© ..Designed with a new Ring Cone

Potter’s Wheels

RK-Z Wheel 9‘
More than 100,000 potter’s from S6
students, amateurs to professionals
have used the RK-2.
The combination of its utility and
workmanship gives perfect satisfaction Motor . 200W 230V AC, Single phase
to the professionals in pursuing their Wheel head : O -200 rpm
art Wheel head turns freely while motor is off.

SPECIFICATIONS
Motor 200W (l/4HP) EOHz.

Standard: : 230V AC, Single phase or
400V AC, Three phase

SOHZ :O — 200 rpm
Speed changes by foot pedal or lever operation.

Wheel head speed
(Variable speed)

Direction Clockwise and counterclockwise
by selecting switch FWD or REV.

Wheel head 300mm (12”) dia. Light alloy caéting

Dimensions Length 610 mm (24") Width 540 mm (21")
Height 500 mm (19-1/2")

Weight Net 39 Kgs. (86 lbs.)
Shipping weight Gross 51 Kgs. (114 lbs.)

Accessories Plastic splash pan (Removable)

PUGMILLS
The body casing, augers, plates, and all

\ other parts, are removable for easy
cleaning. Safety tamper is attached.

(.1 _t .‘

ism ‘ ,,,-."‘ /
3 ac

/ OSafety tamper
is not available with
NVA—lS.

Standard Pugmills (NRA) De-Airing Pugmills (NVA)
The most compact unit with the The highest de-airing capacity
largest pugging capacity. can be obtained.

/1

Model NRA-O3 NRAVO7 NVA-O7 NVA-lS
Motor 250W 750W 750W + 100W lSOOW + 200W
Capacity 280 kg/hr. 800 kg/hr. 400 kg/hr, 700 kg/hr.

SOLE NEW ZEALAND AGENTS:
COASTAL CERAMICS
124 RIMU ROAD
PARAPARAUMU
TEL. PRM 83—47

Trade enquiries welcome.

an Helden Gallery
DAYS BAY EASTBOURNE

OPEN SEVEN DAYS AWEEK TEL.628191 PO. BOX 41~O3l EASTBOURNE
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“YourPottery deserves a MCGregor”
So say Sally Vinson & Chris Cockell

Two of New Zealand’s leading pottery identities

Much of your skill and some of your soul goes
into every piece of pottery you create.
So it‘s only natural that your pottery should go
into one of the finest kilns you can buy.
The kilns were recently awarded the New
Zealand Industrial Council’s ‘Designmark’.
The McGregor Kilns. Made by New Zealand’s
original Kiln manufacturers.
McGregor Kilns composite fibre/brick
construction save you time, labour and power.
The McGregor Kilns are based on old time
experience coupled with modern age
technology. They’re so easy to control.
Electricity is still the most readily available
source of energy in New Zealand. The
McGregor Kilns are also clean and will not
pollute the atmosphere.
The McGregor Kiln will cut the cost of firing —
but will maintain the same high standard of
production.
McGregors expertise is at your service should
you require a kiln of special size or
specification. Parts for all McGregor Kilns are
readily available.

I have had the pleasure of assisting in the
development of the McGregor LPG Kiln and
consider it a real winner. McGregors have really
thought of the potter and by designing the only
true downdraught Kiln available it is
comfortable, easy and efficient to use.
From the proven composite brick/fibre
construction through to the latest LPG burners
and approved flame safety equipment, the
McGregor LPG Kiln is made to the standards
you have come to expect from these
professionals and will give you years Of
workability and reliability.
Excellent reduction is easily obtained with
experience and heat uniformity between top
and bottom of the Kiln is very even and so easy
to control.
I consider the McGregor LPG Kilns to have high
appeal to both the full-time professional potter
and the part-time hobbyist and strongly suggest
you experience the McGregor expertise for
yourself.
For further information regarding the
McGregor LPG Kiln write to:
Chris Cockell
C/o Box 5 7025
Owairaka

Meg/wow
New Zealand’s foremost supplier of Gas and Electric Kilns

MANUFACTURERS OF: Replacement elements for all types of Pottery Kilns. using Kanthal A1 wire
SUPPLIERS OF: Kiln shelves, Silicon Carbide and Sillimanite castellated props.

Shimaden Controllers and Kiln Programmers.
W. D. MCGREGOR LIMITED

1 18 Stoddard Road, Mt Roskill, Auckland 4. Phone 699-619. Telex NZ60192 WDMG
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THE ONLY PORTABLE DOWNDRAFT KILN

Easily moved —— weighs only 25 Kgs — fire anywhere you like without a flue — then
back into storage

RIGID FIBRE INSULATION
The best type of fibre for a pottery kiln — more able to take the knocks — to all
interior lining our exclusive

for the precious
and the practical

UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE TO1300o
Three hour cycle or as long as you like — twin L.P.G. burners give evenness of half a
cone throughout

visit
The Palms Gallery — Wayby

and see a fine selection
of New Zealand craftsCOMPLETE TRAINING PROGRAMME

We fire your ware to your satisfaction and give full training in all aspects of stacking
firing and safety Pottery Studio of

LOWEST PRICED 6 CU FT KILN Barry, Barbara 8: Scott Hockenhull

A twin burner kiln well under the price of even a single burner equivalent, twelve
months warranty
6.0 cu. ft — $1,350 (one spy unit)
3.6 cu. ft — $ 960 (single burner)

Wayby — 15 km north of Warkworth I

PHONE 4363 WELLSFORD

OPEN 7 DAYS 9.30am - 5.30pm
Enquire for further information on our range of kilns up to 60 cu.ft for production
potters. All made to the same high standard as ’Marcus Kilns’.
New Zealand and Australian patents applied for

REXMARK KILNS 58 Athens Road, Onehunga, Auckland.
Phone 663-311 Monday Tuesday and evenings

When visiting Auckland
The creek Pottery GR, when in Lower Hutt remember

(Q visit Penny Farthing Gallery
25 WELLINGTON STREET

PICTON — MARLBOROUGH we stock only
Picton-Blenheim

,3

New Zealand made Arts and Crafts

Buyers and Retailers of mmmm
distinctive pottery ourgauery

by arrangement

Phone 220-R PENNY-FARTHING
DUDLEY STREET LOWER HUI | PHONE 699—826

Potters Supplies

EASTERLEY COASTAL CERAMICS {-i
TO

124 Rimu Road, Paraparaumu . ’3
Phone 843-77 Paraparaumu

— orcelain otte woodAgentsfon Shimpo Potters Clay NewZealand Craftworks p ’p . W, d I ,
Potclays Rexmark Kilns d S d greenstone, weavmg an 9 ass.
Talisman Books P.O. Box 68 Tues ay- un ay

Te Horo and public holidays , , 3 St Heliers Bay Rd. St Heliers, Auckland009:”_Bea:lh:°ad 00’3”” Phone Otaki 43175 10.00 am-5.00 pm Phone 557-793
alrua, . .

k Friday till 9 pm. — Saturdays 9-4 pm. J

T
WELLINGTONSTATE HIGHWAY ONE

Pottery
Screen Printing
Paintings
Leathercraft
Basketry

. Weaving
' Jewellery

for the best available in all crafts.
The Cottage Craft Shop
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Specialising in Garden Pottery
Pat Bayes PO. Box 120 Phone 526 , WRITE FOR FREE PRICE LIST MAIL ORDER

Hours 8.00—4_3o Closed Saturday pm



Through a specially designed system of wiring and switching the
Arum Kiln protects -your pottery at Its most vulnerable stage to give

you perfect results every time.

o This 6 cubic-feet Arum Pottery Kiln is single phase, - Fires to 1300°C on minimum power consumption.
ie. — Household power, 9kw. (3.2 cubic-feet also available). . Generous spy hole and vents provided.

' Patented, 10119 life elements and super insulation 0 Kiln is ready to go complete with temperature controller etc.
gives all the heat t° the pots. ‘ Reduction Firings are easily done in this kiln.

- All sizes of LPG and Natural Gas kilns also available.
. We will give you a no-obligation demonstration

at our factory before you decide to buy.
' Full 12 months guarantee.
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OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS INSIDE DIMENSIONS
Width 1000mm (39in) Width 536mm (21in)
Depth 1020mm (40in) Depth 511mm (20in)
Height 890mm (35in Height 838mm (25in)

I Contact
Arie van Dyk
142 Eastern Hutt Road PO. Box 30-349
Taita Lower Hutt

PRODU‘ TS LOWER HUTT Phone 672-688

‘I’iillilfilt‘l‘lili‘lii’iiifiiiis
ANNOUNCES THE FORMATION OF: ($9c
POTTERYCRAFT LTD
STOKE—ON—TRENT

INCORPORATING THE BUSINE§§ QEF

Podmore 8: Sons Ltd

This move now enables us to carry /
an even more comprehensive range of W»
raw materials, glazes and colour.
With an excellent back-up service
this makes us your complete supplier. WEIIQEI'

Podmore Ceramics Ltd

Already we have in stock David Leach WengersLtd
porcelain and the pOpu/ar Wengers
oatmeal glaze. Our next shipment will
carry a wider range of the above products,
including the well known Harrison Meyer HarrisonW
Hnes.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, QUOTES OR ORDERS
CONTACT GIL AT

TALISMAN POTTERS SUPPLIES LTD.
171 ARCHERS ROAD
TAKAPUNA 9.

_ Ph. 480-735 or 482-883

or write to RC. Box 36-074 Northcote, Auckland 9.




